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Navigator Business Solutions Joins Top Enterprise Resource Planning Software Products
th
7 ERP Vendor Shootout ™, June 16-17 in San Diego, CA
Salt Lake City, May 10, 2010 – Navigator Business Solutions, SAP’s top North American partner, and winner of the 2009
SAP Pinnacle Award for Small-Midsize Enterprise (SME) Excellence, will be participating in a side by side comparison of
th

SAP’s solutions with their competition in the 7 ERP Vendor Shootout. The event, to be held in San Diego, is specifically
geared towards manufacturers, distributors, professional services and project management companies looking to better
their internal processes by selecting a new enterprise resource planning software.
Moderated by Technology Evaluation Centers (TEC) of Montreal, Canada, is a great opportunity for your company to
explore SAP Business ByDesign, SAP’s leading software as a service (SaaS) solution, especially as it pertains to
manufacturing, distribution, project management, and professional service companies.
th

The 7 Event, scheduled for June 16-17 at the San Diego Marriott Hotel & Marina, will feature SAP’s top ERP package,
as well as side-by-side presentations by competitors.
“Having a remote event allows us to focus solely on the ERP selection process for several consecutive days rather than
shoe-horning individual web demos between other work meetings and not really absorbing it all,” said an IT manager for
an Industrial Equipment Distributor.
The overall goal of this event is to simplify the ERP software selection process by inviting top ERP providers to present
their best solutions for those looking to replace their current solutions. End-user attendees will see a series of scripted
demos from SAP and other resellers, gaining a comparative view of product functionality, user interfaces and overall
usability. In addition to scripted demos, SAP will cover additional topics and key functionality covered by their solutions.
For More Information, Contact:
Curtis Campbell, (801) 642.4953, curtis.campbell@nbs-us.com, www.nbs-us.com
LIVE, FREE Web Demos held every Friday, 11 AM EST / 8 AM PST
For more information on the ERP Vendor Shootout™, visit www.erpshootout.com.
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